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EASTLEIGH LOCAL AREA COMMITTEE

25 September 2018

EASTLEIGH AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT AREA ACTION PLAN 

- UPDATE

REPORT OF THE ENVIRONMENT LEAD SPECIALIST

Recommendation

It is recommended that the Eastleigh Local Area Committee: 

1) note the contents of this update report regarding Air Quality in Eastleigh; 

2) note the progress in delivering the Air Quality Management Plan and 
associated actions in the area and it’s surrounds;

3) approve the recommendations for conducting an air quality source 
apportionment study to assist the drafting of the revised Air Quality 
Management Plan and that up to £10,000 is allocated from developers’ 
contributions, with final approval to be delegated to the Local Area Manager 
in consultation with the Committee Chair.

Summary
Following the January 2015 ELAC a request was made for regular updates on 
progress with the Eastleigh Air Quality Management Area Action Plan.  This report 
gives this update and identifies key issues up to the beginning of August 2018.

Statutory Powers
 Environment Act 1995, Part IV

 Air Quality Strategy for England 2007

 Air quality plan for nitrogen dioxide (NO2) in UK (2017)
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Statutory Implications
1. Section 1 of the Localism Act 2011 i.e. the Local Authority's general power of 

competence, including power to act for the benefit of its area or persons 
resident or present in its area.

Introduction
2. All ‘District’ Councils have a duty to carry out reviews and monitor current and 

future air quality within their area and take action where objectives are being 
breached.  Areas which exceed pollutant objectives must be designated as an 
Air Quality Management Area (AQMA) and a 5 year Action Plan produced.

3. The Borough has four Air Quality Management Areas

 Eastleigh AQMA No 1 (A335)
 Eastleigh AQMA No 2 (M3)
 Hamble Lane AQMA
 High Street Botley AQMA

4. The designated Air Quality Management Area for Eastleigh includes 
Southampton Road, Leigh Road, Twyford Road (part), Woodside Avenue 
(part) and Bishopstoke Road (part). The Eastleigh AQMA No 2 (M3) is just 
outside the boundary of the Area alongside the M3 motoroway

Background

5. The air quality measures focus on the levels of Nitrogen Dioxide, NO2, 
although the actions taken to tackle it will also help reduce Particulates PM2.5’s 
(fine particles) & PM10’s (coarse particles) in Eastleigh.

6. The air quality is monitored in a number of locations across Eastleigh Local 
Area using two principal methods.

 Diffusion tube data monitors NO2
 Real time monitoring stations NO2 & PM10’s

7. The Diffusion tube data is used for monitoring long term trends i.e. annual 
average levels of pollutants at a specific geographical location and 
understanding the spread of air pollution. The real time stations are much 
more accurate and very sensitive to fluctuations in pollution levels and can 
show changes as they happen during the course of a day.

8. There are 17 diffusion tubes located in the Eastleigh Local Area at the 
following locations:

 Belmont Road
 Bishopstoke Road
 Campbell Road
 Chestnut Avenue
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 Chestnut Close
 Dove Dale
 Hadleigh Gardens
 Mill Street
 Oxburgh Close
 Passfield Avenue
 Pluto Road
 The Point
 Southampton Road x2
 Sparrow Square
 Twyford Road
 Woodside Avenue

9. The real time monitoring stations are at the following locations:

 The Point Theatre
 Southampton Road

10. This report will focus on the recorded pollution levels from the real time 
monitoring stations and the annual trends from the Diffusion Tube data.

11. An update for the Eastleigh Air Quality Action Plan is provided in Appendix B. 
This gives an overview of the progress and activity in support of the action 
plan to date.  

National Draft Clean Air Strategy 2018

12. Earlier this year the Government consulted on its draft Clean Air Strategy 
2018 which is due to be published in spring 2019. This highlighted the need 
for local authorities to continue to tackle nitrogen dioxide pollution; however it 
also proposed strict new targets for particulate matter, based on World Health 
Organisation targets. Whilst Eastleigh currently meets the UK targets for 
particulate matter, we would not meet the proposed targets for particulate 
matter, known as PM10 and PM2.5. In this case we would need to review and 
amend our air quality management areas and update our action plans 
accordingly. The Government identified in its consultation that agriculture 
contributes to this particulate matter and proposes action to help reduce this; 
however in urban areas a substantial part arises from vehicles. The emissions 
from vehicles come from exhaust emissions as we might expect, but also 
brake and tyre wear which are unlikely to change much even with the uptake 
of cleaner vehicles, including electric, in future.   The future Air Quality 
Management Plans will incorporate the new Government standards once set 
and will identify policies and actions to actively address the issues where 
possible.

13. The Government is also looking at restrictions on the fuels that can be burned 
in solid fuel appliances. This is because some fuels and appliances can give 
rise to high levels of particulates. With the Government emphasising the need 
to tackle particulate matter this may give rise to restrictors on fuels that can be 
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obtained, most likely coal, and also on the seasoning of wood based fuels, to 
ensure that they have a low water content, and also on approvals for stoves. 
The numbers of such appliances in Eastleigh are not known, however 
nationally the usage of wood burning stoves is on the increase, and emissions 
form them are a relatively small but important contributor to particulate matter 
in urban areas.

Air Quality Monitoring results

14. Air quality monitoring data for the three automatic monitoring stations in 
Eastleigh for 2018 so far can be found in appendix 3. The Council currently 
monitors nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and particulate matter which is 10 
micrometres or less (PM10) concentrations in Eastleigh. SEE TABLE BELOW:

Site Pollu
tant

Air Quality 
Objective

Measured 
as

Value or 
Exceedances

*

Objective 
Achieved

**

Southampton 
Road

NO2 40 µgm-3 Annual Mean 39 µgm-3 Yes 

Southampton 
Road

NO2 200 µgm-3 not to be 
exceeded more than 
18 times per year 

Hourly Mean 0 
Exceedances 

Yes

Southampton 
Road 

PM10 40 µgm-3 Annual Mean 26 µgm-3 Yes

Southampton 
Road

PM10 50 µgm-3 not to be 
exceeded more than 
35 times per year 

Daily Mean 3 
Exceedances 

Yes 

Steele Close NO2 40 µgm-3 Annual Mean 29 µgm-3 Yes

Steele Close NO2 200 µgm-3 not to be 
exceeded more than 
18 times per year 

Hourly Mean 0 
Exceedances 

Yes

The Point NO2 40 µgm-3 Annual Mean 26 µgm-3 Yes 

The Point NO2 200 µgm-3 not to be 
exceeded more than 
18 times per year 

Hourly Mean 0 
Exceedances 

Yes

* This data is provisional and can therefore only offer an indication to the year’s results.

**- Year to date, given generally higher levels of pollutants in autumn and winter these 
annual averages are likely to rise.
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15. In addition to the use of real time monitoring stations the Pollution Control 
Team uses diffusion tubes at 51 sampling points to ascertain the levels of NO2 
across the Borough.   Diffusion tubes are used for the monitoring of yearly 
averages and are not suitable for shorter monitoring periods.  Essentially they 
are used for the monitoring of trends and for initial assessments of likely 
pollution levels. 

16.    The following graphs show the annual average NO2 levels at 7 sampling 
points in the Eastleigh Area so that one can see the year on year trends over 
the last 6 years (2012 to 2017).   The Hadleigh Gardens sampling point is set 
well away from any major roads to provide an indication of the background 
levels in the area. For this reason the readings for Hadleigh Gardens is used 
in each of the graphs to provide an indication of the background levels of 
pollutants against which one can compare.  

 

17. The levels of NO2 are on the whole showing a slowing general downward 
trend with a levelling off or slight upward trend since 2015.   Some of the 
annual differences are due to climatic conditions and some differences 
between locations may be due to difference in location (height and distance 
from the kerbside). Southampton Road clearly looks like it will still be 
exceeding permissible levels by 2020 and others show that the levels will only 
just be under the permissible level and some show a recent increasing trend.  
There clearly needs to a significant change in policies and actions to address 
these issues in a more comprehensive way in the future AQMA Action Plans.
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Progress in Implementing the Air Quality Management Plan

18. The progress to date in implementing the 21 measures identified in the Air 
Quality Management Plan is detailed in Appendix 2.

19.      A significant pressure that has faced the Pollution Control Team has been the 
inability to recruit to the post of Air Quality Specialist.  The post has advertised 
multiple times although a formal offer has now been made and accepted.

20. With regard to actions undertaken in support of the Eastleigh Air Quality 
Action Plan and other activities the Council has undertaken with respect to air 
quality in Eastleigh, the following should be particularly noted: 

a)   My Air Web Page
Eastleigh Borough Council’s my-air webpage contains the results of 
continuous and monthly monitoring data (www.eastleigh.my-air.uk). It is a 
simple and accessible way for members of the public to view and explore 
the data produced by the Council’s air quality monitoring network.

b)   The Air Alert Service
The Air Alert service has continued to operate since its launch in October 
2016. There are over 450 active subscribers across both Eastleigh and 
Southampton who receive our free alerts of potential air pollution events 
ahead of time. Whilst there were relatively few alerts in the winter and 
spring compared to 2017, this summer, due to the extended period of hot 
dry weather there have been a number of alerts with regard to elevated 
ozone levels. The period from late June to early July saw the longest 
continuous period of elevated ozone for 10 years. Fortunately, subscribers 
to the service will have received alerts and advice to help effectively 
manage any condition they may have. It is also a tool to help raise 
awareness of air quality in general and encourage more sustainable and 
active forms of travel. (www.airalert.info/hants).

c) Low emissions taxi incentive scheme
The EBC / SCC Low Emission Taxi Incentive Scheme: This is the scheme 
to provide financial support to taxi and private hire operators to replace 
older, more polluting taxis in Eastleigh and Southampton. To date there 
have been 5 grants awarded to operators in Eastleigh, all for hybrid 
vehicles. Following a hiatus caused by Defra reviewing the rules of the 
scheme, promotion is to pick up again, with efforts being focussed via the 
Clean Air Network set up by SCC earlier this year and via stakeholder 
events (information on the CAN website, leafletting of taxi stands across 
the two authorities etc).

d) Clean Air Day
Clean Air Day, to support Clean Air Day the council promoted the activity 
it has been taking to manage air pollution in the borough and this featured 
in the Borough News. Our activities were also promoted at the Eastleigh 

http://www.eastleigh.my-air.uk/
http://www.airalert.info/hants
https://www.southampton.gov.uk/environmental-issues/pollution/air-quality/concessions/
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Unwrapped festival on the 23 of June.

e) Working with Schools – Air Quality Campaigns
Since November 2017 we have been working with Hampshire County 
Council Schools Travel Planning Officer to promote awareness and 
understanding of the issues around air pollution with school children 
across the Borough, this resulted in a competition between schools to 
come up with the best Air Quality Campaign. In Eastleigh this has 
included The Crescent Primary school (which is just off Leigh Road and 
adjacent to the Eastleigh Air Quality Management Area, AQMA), who 
came up with their own Air Quality Campaign plan aimed at reducing the 
number of car trips to the school and used surveys, questionnaires and 
posters to persuade parents to use cars less. Bursledon juniors won the 
competition for Eastleigh and their prize was climbing lessons at the 
Jubilee Sports Centre in Southampton. Engagement is ongoing with 
several schools across the Borough, and the Schools Travel Planning 
Officer continues to liaise and engage with other schools in Eastleigh to 
work on these projects to plan their own Air Quality (AQ) Campaign and to 
promote the Air Alert service that we offer.

f) Working with Schools – Air Quality and Health Exhibitions
The Access fund which supports the School Travel Officer has also 
funded an Air Quality Exhibit at the Winchester Science Centre, the aim of 
which is raise awareness about air pollution and the actions that we can 
all take to reduce it. The exhibit is interactive with the answers to 
questions shown on a pair of lungs to bring home the health impact 
message. In June Bursledon Juniors attended the launch event to 
represent EBC schools and to talk about what they’ve done about raising 
awareness of air quality. A mobile version of the exhibit has also been 
developed with the intention that it be taken to schools across the County 
to help explain the impacts of air pollution.

g) Air Quality and Traffic Movement Technology Testing
In December 2017 we started working with a local business ‘Iknaia’ to 
help the trial new a low cost technology to measure vehicle speeds and 
numbers linked to ‘Airscan’ a low cost air quality monitoring. Sensors have 
been located within the Eastleigh AQMA at The Point and Eastleigh 
House. The objective of the project is to see how well their pollution 
monitor performs when compared to the laboratory standard equipment 
that we operate, and to look to see how pollution levels relate to traffic 
counts and average road speeds recorded. Further to this Iknaia are 
working with the School Travel Planning officer to see if monitoring could 
be carried out near schools to measure pollution levels during the school 
run. When we have the results of this study we will update the committee.

h) Working with Bus Companies
The Sustainable Transport Specialist has been working with Bus 
Companies operating in the Eastleigh area supporting the development of 
new bus routes subsidised through developers contributions and 
promoting their uptake of Government Clean Bus Technology fund, whilst 
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the original bid which EBC supported was unsuccessful a Southampton 
City Council bid was approved.   As a result funding has been made 
available which will result in all eligible buses having exhaust emissions 
equivalent to Euro VI standard by the end of this year. Because of the 
nature of the bus routes and operations between Eastleigh and 
Southampton and the bus depots located in Eastleigh, this will mean that 
all buses operating passenger routes in Eastleigh will be Euro VI by the 
end of 2018, and consequently this should give a real benefit in terms of 
emissions reductions in Eastleigh.  Xelabus recently acquired three 
Electric Hybrid buses and introduced a bus tracker scheme for parents to 
track their child’s journeys to and from school online.

Southampton’s Clean Air Zone and impacts upon Eastleigh

21. On the 21 June 2018 Southampton City opened the consultation on the 
preferred option for implementing their Clean Air Zone. They are required to 
have a zone by Government and the purpose of the zone is to bring emissions 
of nitrogen dioxide in Southampton down to legal levels as soon as possible. 
According to the consultation Southampton consider a whole city zone with 
charges for buses, coaches, taxis and heavy goods vehicles as the best 
option. This would operate in a similar way to congestion zone in London and 
be enforced with cameras on main roads into the city. 

22. Whilst a clean air zone is a good thing in terms of reducing pollution in 
Southampton, we have requested that as part of the detailed feasibility studies 
to be carried out, that Southampton model the impact within Eastleigh and 
especially how it effects our Air Quality Management Areas. Also, businesses 
in Eastleigh that have vehicles that frequent Southampton on a regular basis 
could be negatively impacted via the charges imposed; therefore we have also 
requested that they look at the potential for impacts on these businesses. 

The need for Modelling Air Quality and Projections for the future

23. We are currently in discussion with consultants who have been engaged to 
model levels of nitrogen dioxide and particulate matter in Eastleigh for 
assessing the impact of proposed development on air quality. The work will 
model predictive levels of these pollutants for 2020. The purpose of this is to 
ascertain how likely we are to meet the national targets for nitrogen dioxide by 
that date and to assist with our action planning around reducing air pollution. 
The modelling will be based on the projected traffic flows for 2020, changes in 
vehicle technology and will consider committed development.

24. In order to have an impact on air quality one needs to be able to target the 
sources of pollutants with specific actions and in order to know which types of 
vehicle to target one needs to know how much each contributes to as a source 
of pollutant; this is referred to as Source Apportionment.
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25. When completed the consultants will also be able to look at various options 
that we might consider to reduce air pollution within the Eastleigh Air Quality 
Management Area and its environs, to see how effective they may be. At this 
time we do not have detailed costings for evaluating such options but would 
request that the committee make a commitment to support this work 
financially. The estimated cost of a basic source apportionment study is in the 
order of £10k. It is therefore recommended that up to £10,000 is allocated for 
the study from unallocated developers’ contributions for air quality from DC   
O/13/73698, First Wessex, re Land at Woodside Avenue, Eastleigh.

Financial Implications

26. The committee is requested to support air pollution modelling costs to the 
amount of £10,000. 

Risk Assessment

27.  No direct implications of this report.

Equality and Diversity Implications

28. Air quality disproportionately effects the most vulnerable in society notably 
people suffering from pulmonary and respiratory diseases, the elderly and 
young children The monitoring of air quality provides essential information to 
help prioritise locations and activities and the adoption of measures 

 

Conclusion
29. Eastleigh Borough Council continues to work towards the delivery of the   

Eastleigh AQMA Action Plan. 

BRET WILLERS
ENVIRONMENT LEAD SPECIALIST

Date: 12.09.2018
Contact Officer: Neil Scott
Tel No: 023 8068 8304/
E-mail: neil.scott@eastleigh.gov.uk
Appendices Attached: 3

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1972 - SECTION 100D

The following is a list of documents which disclose facts or matters on which this report or an 
important part of it is based and have been relied upon to a material extent in the preparation of 
this report. This list does not include any published works or documents which would disclose 
exempt or confidential information.

* List Background Papers or state None.
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APPENDIX A Diffusion Tube Monitoring Locations ELAC

Hadleigh Gdns

Mill St

Bishopstoke RdPluto Rd

Southampton Rd

Woodside 
Ave

Key:

Red Dot = Diffusion Tube Location

Purple Shading = Air Quality Management Areas

Blue Line = ELAC Boundary
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Appendix B. Eastleigh Air Quality Action Plan Update August 2018 

ID. Measure Progress to Date Estimated Completion Date
Update August 2018

E1 AQ Monitoring NO2 diffusion tubes within AQMA. Automatic 
monitoring for NO2 and PM10 in two locations within 

AQMA. 

n/a Monitoring ongoing.  Elevated levels found on A27 in 
Bursledon, more detailed assessment required to 
determine if breach of NO2 target also occurring at 
relevant receptor, traffic congestions caused by 
development in area also likely contributor

E2 Consider Intern Internship complete Completed January 2017. Project completed

E3 Park and ride Potential for park and ride in vicinity of M27 J5;- 
identified in draft local plan as a potential future action 
potentially deliverable in connection with sports pitches 

project. EBC will keep these park & ride
proposals under review in liaison with SCC,HCC and 

the Solent Transport authorities. 

No plans currently proposed. Park and Ride policy will be 
reviewed as part of Local Plan process. 

Inclusion of some text revisions in draft local plan 
recognising there may be potential for park & ride 
from Stoneham Lane, linked to sports pitches 
development proposals. 

E4 Increase use of 
public transport

2016 EBC Public Transport Review reviewed Council's 
subsidy for bus services and retained majority of 

previously supported services without change.  Over 
last 12 to 24 months there have been some 
commercially driven improvements including 

substantial investment in new lower emission buses by 
all operators, and improvements to frequency on 

certain services.  Bus use statistics not shared by bus 
operators as commercially sensitive but our 

understanding is that bus patronage on most routes is 
stable or growing on most core routes.   Train station 
usage at Borough stations up from 4.48m passengers 

p/a (2014/15) to 4.68m (2015/16)  

Public Transport Review secured Council supported bus 
services until 2020. Various minor bus stop improvements 

completed on ongoing basis.  South Western Rail 
Franchise awarded March 2017 following lobbying and 
consultation response by EBC, new timetable expected 
from December 2018-  EBC have responded in detail to 

the timetable consultation seeking/ making case for 
improvements.   

EBC have responded in detail to the SWR Dec 2018 
timetable consultation seeking/ making case for 
improvements.   Two additional EBC-supported 
Sunday bus services to Eastleigh (funded by BSOG 
money) implemented September 2017. 

E5 Overnight 
deliveries

Delivery and Service Plan project bid (Sustainable 
Transport Transition Year Fund) unsuccessful.

Not identified No change although DSP may be something we could 
include in potential future AQ funding bids
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E6 HGV restriction No progress to date Not identified No change.  EBC has no powers of its own to restrict 
HGV movements and there are already weight 
restrictions on one route into the town centre, 
limiting potential for further restrictions. 

E7 EBC sustainable 
and CC group

No progress to date Prioritisation in 2017/18 with a view to establishing long 
term relationships. 

no change

E8 Electric hook up 
points

No further progress for publically available charge 
points. EBC continues to consider opportunities for EV 

charging and will seek funding if a case can be 
identified for suitable locations. There are a number of 
publically available electric charging points including 

two available in the Mitchell Road Multi Story Car 
Park. Officers will be attending HCC public sector 

Public Sector Electric Vehicle Charging Framework 
event in July. 

Mitchell Road Multi Story Car Park Charging Point 
installed 2011

We have had approaches from a company that 
installs EV charging infrastructure, they also arrange 
lease of vehicles which could be used as part of a 
project to provide a lease scheme to local business 
or residents to encourage uptake of EV

E9 Bus station - 
turn engines off

Not enforced. Once established, enforcement will remain ongoing. Initial investigations suggest this is not a significant 
issue

E10 Taxi rank - turn 
engines off

Not currently enforced. Low emission taxi funding bid 
successful which offers an opportunity engage local 

taxi operators on air quality.

 Low emission taxi marketing and implementation funding 
until March 2018. 

Initial investigations suggest this is not a significant 
issue

E11 Traffic free 
zones

Leigh Road cycle way in town centre modified to 
ensure provide traffic free space for cyclists in 2016. 
Dead end roads and cycle-/pedestrian only linkages 

incorporated into Eastleigh Town developments create 
areas of local traffic only reducing through flow of 

traffic in residential areas. 

Ongoing No further progress at present- no current proposals 
exist for extension of or new traffic free areas in / 
vicinity of town centre.  Romsey Road roundabout 
study (see E12) may afford some peripheral 
opportunities though?
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E12 Better traffic flow Completed M27 Junction 5/ Leigh Road/ Woodside 
Avenue / Passfield Avenue upgrades affect traffic 

through Eastleigh AQMA.  Romsey Road/ Bishopstoke 
Road/ Station Hill junctions scheme at feasibility stage 
(including site investigations and parallel work for land 

acquisition)  ;

Not identified Traffic modelling studies ongoing in support of our 
Local Plan process, these are aimed at identifying if 
there are ways we can improve local traffic flows via 
developer-delivered/ related infrastructure. HCC 
have an ongoing study for improvements to Romsey 
Rd/ Station Hill roundabout and EBC continue to 
work towards land acquisition and other supportive 
actions (linked to town centre regeneration) which 
would release land for this scheme.  However 
funding of the overall scheme a significant issue- 
unlikely to be affordable without a funding bid, or 
major new development to provide contributions. 

E13 Chickenhall Link 
Road

Design work and discussion in Sustainable Transport 
Study. Land safeguarded as a saved policy from the 

Adopted EBC Local Plan (91.T).  

Long term aspiration. No further progress-  desirable scheme but 
unfunded (despite political commitment by 
Chancellor of Exchequer to fund road in 2015) and 
hence not currently being progressed

E14 Traffic analysis/ 
Source 

apportionment

Funding identified Estimated 2018 Modelling of NO2 and PM10 levels across borough in 
2020 due to be carried out in September 2018.

E15 Better bus 
routes

EBC Public Transport Review complete 2016. Various 
infrastructure improvements e.g. minor improvements 

to bus stops & bus station have been ongoing (see 
previous AQMA action updates) and more are planned 
in future -  made as part of Eastleigh's commitment to 
a "Quality Bus Partnership".  Regular liaison with all 
three key Borough bus operators on various issues. 

Quality bus partnership improvement works ongoing. 
Review , meetings with operators and lobbying on various 

issues ongoing.  

Bluestar 2 bike2 bus completed at 12 locations 
summer 2017.     Improvements to Sunday/ bank 
holiday bus services on several routes passing 
through AQMA in 2017- some commercially driven, 
some funded by EBC using BSOG funds.  Several bus 
stop improvement schemes planned (e.g. 3 sites on 
key route through Bishopstoke) in this year’s 
programme subject to staff capacity.

E16 Bus day ticket 
for Eastleigh

Solent go card provides a framework for a local multi-
operator day ticket. A bus day ticket is also available 

for the "Southampton Plus" zone operated by Bluestar 
1,2,3 and 5. Possible to purchase Green Day rider 

from Xelabus to travel for the day. Work on Eastleigh 
multi-operator ticket not currently resourced.  

Day tickets for certain operators available however not 
interchangeable. New First / MTR south western franchise 

may help progress integration of rail options on south 
Hants wide Solent Go card.  

No further progress. 
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E17 Cycle network 
improvement

Leigh Road cycle way in town centre has been kerbed 
to provide traffic free space for cyclists in 2016. An off 

road shared path along Chestnut Avenue near the 
colleges also completed 2016. Bus stop parking 
scheme extended to Bluestar 2 route 2017.  To 

encourage cycling a "mum & baby" cycle group will be 
established at Fleming Park funded using 

Southampton area "Access" fund money.  EBC/ HCC 
working to deliver Hut Hill (Chandler's Ford-

Southampton) phase 1 scheme later 2017; feasibility 
work ongoing for completion of missing section of 

Bishopstoke Road cycle link for delivery circa 2018-19;  
South of Chestnut Avenue major development site 

(which should deliver some significant cycle 
infrastructure improvements) at planning reserved 

matters stage and if approved implementation likely to 
occur over next few years. 

Ongoing Work ongoing to deliver cycle infrastructure on 
various routes in vicinity of AQMA. Hut Hill phase 1 
still in HCC delivery plan (to be delivered by EBC) for 
2017/18, but being held up by an outstanding land 
transfer).  Study work on improvements related to 
development on Stoneham Lane undertaken; this 
will lead to improved design of some parts of 
developer-delivered cycle links in the area (to be 
delivered in coming years).  Bishopstoke Rd "missing 
link" - funding identified and now working with HCC 
towards delivery of this key missing section of route.    
Lakeside cycle route (related to south of chestnut 
have development)- design work being undertaken 
for new/improved links in this area (for which 
funding is available).  .

E18 More secure 
cycle storage

Secure cycle storage at Eastleigh station removed as 
under-used, poorly located, and wasteful of space 
required for the forecourt improvements (2014).

 No change

E19 Increase trees Considered and implemented on a case by case basis. Ongoing 2 for 1 policy

E20 Improved eco 
engines

Awarded funding from Defra for implementation of Low 
emission taxi scheme in Southampton & Eastleigh. 
Resubmission of OLEV Bluestar 2 micro hybrid bus 

bid.

Defra AQ Grant (Low emission taxis) - 2018 Taxi Low emission grant scheme secured funding. 
Clean Bus Technology fund all buses on passenger 
routes in EBC Euro VI equivalent by end 2018
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E21 New improved 
buses

Ongoing for operator led initiatives. Resubmission of 
OLEV Bluestar 2 micro hybrid bus bid early 2017. 

Ongoing for operator led initiatives. Resubmission for 
funding from OLEV unsuccessful. 

See E20
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Appendix C. Monitoring data measured at automatic stations in Eastleigh (Provisional data only, subject 
to further ratification and validation).  

Southampton Road - Nitrogen dioxide 2018 to date
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Annual Average measured = 39ug/m3 Annual Target Value = 40 ug/m3

Exceedances of 1 hour target value = 0 1 hour Target Value = 200 ug/m3

Data Capture Rate* (Jan-August) = 57%

Note- * Missing data July to August due to service engineer mis-setting the instrument after service. The data has been 
removed until Kings College complete the end of year ratification when we will find out if it is recoverable.
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Southampton Road - Particulate Matter PM10, 2018 to date - Daily Average
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Southampton Road - Particulate Matter PM10, 2018 to date - Rolling 24 hour average
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Annual Average measured = 26ug/m3 Annual Target Value = 40 ug/m3

Exceedances of 24 hour target value* = 5   24 hour Target Value = 50 ug/m3

8 February 18

01 March 18

19 April 18

1 May 18

8-May 18

Data Capture Rate** (Jan-August) = 60%

Note:

* - This is provisional and dependant on data ratification. Rolling 24 hour average values differ from ‘daily’ averages due to 
different sampling periods 

** - Data gap in early May due to instrument breakdown and time taken to effect repair
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Steele Close - Nitrogen Dioxide 2018 to date
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Annual Average measured = 29ug/m3 Annual Target Value = 40 ug/m3

Exceedances of 1 hour target value = 0 1 hour Target Value = 200 ug/m3

Data Capture Rate (Jan to August) = 64%
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The Point - Nitrogen Dioxide, 2018 to date
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Annual Average measured = 26ug/m3 Annual Target Value = 40 ug/m3

Exceedances of 1 hour target value = 0 1 hour Target Value = 200 ug/m3

Data Capture Rate = 99%


